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IT’S ALL MAYA
The past stands in all its splendour
at Mexico’s Chichen Itza, with its
lush carvings of gods and beasts
and the Pyramid of Kukulkan

Pyramid of Kukulkan has 91 stone steps on
each of the four sides and one on top,
making it 365 steps to mark a calendar year
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ust over 10 years ago, Mexico was in the
tourism spotlight when the Chichen Itza
was on a list of the seven wonders of the
modern world. The list, compiled by the
Swiss New Seven Wonders Foundation,
through an online poll, had other illustrious worthies, including the Great Wall of
China, Machu Picchu and the Colosseum.
Even though I am not a fan of arbitrary
lists, my primary objective was to visit the
Chichen Itza when I planned a trip to the
Yucatan Peninsula in the east coast of
Mexico. The attraction lay in the fact that

A jaguar seat at Chichen Itza

Chichen Itza, or Chichen, as locals refer to
it, is a sacred site from the time of the
Maya civilisation 1,400 years ago.
I signed up for a day trip from the pretty
colonial town of Merida, where I had
based myself for my Yucatan exploration.
An hour later, my tour guide Alejandro escorted our small group into the World
Heritage Site, keeping up a steady stream
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The feathered snake

creates the illusion of a serpent slithering
down the stone steps.
Our guide began his gory tale of human
sacrifice at the Ball Court, a site for prayer
rituals, also a ground where a precursor
to football — a more bloodthirsty version
— was played. Players of this Mesoamerican game had to manoeuvre the ball using
their hips. There’s a hoop about 6 m above
the ground for the ball to be passed
through. The winner was often offered —
in fact, offered himself — as sacrifice to the
gods, since the heavenly beings propitiated by the Maya deserved nothing but the
very best. “It’s a good thing Cristiano Ronaldo did not play in those times,” said Alejandro with a straight face.
Since it was a sunny day, with enough
humidity to make the tourists wilt and
melt into one exhausted mass, everyone
seemed to be looking for excuses to stop
and rest their weary feet and wipe their
faces. The acoustics of the Kukulkan pyramid and the Ball Court provided just the
right respite: one clap at the base of the
pyramid produced an echo resembling
the crisp chirp of the sacred quetzal bird,
while the ball court threw back nine echoes for every one clap. It seemed like
thunderous applause for the Mayas and
the Toltecs. 
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